Operators Manual
Advanced Hay Tester
Moisture and temperature tester for baled
hay, haylage, straw, and silage

ENGLISH
DOCU-M0180

Thank you for choosing our new Advanced Hay Tester. It ensures quick and easy
measurement of moisture and temperature of baled hay, haylage, straw and silage.
Patent pending automatic bale density compensation allows it to determine how
dense the bale is and to adjust moisture results accordingly for improved accuracy.
Other user friendly features include offset calibration, temperature compensation,
automatic moisture result update each time the probe is pushed forward (patent
pending), memory holding up to 1000 readings for transfer to a PC via USB, and a
backlit display. High quality materials and robust stainless steel probe ensure
durability.
Read this manual carefully to learn how to operate this device correctly.
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Package Contents
Advanced Hay Tester
Battery
Operator’s manual
USB cable

2 Part Locator

1 Battery plug
2 Handle
3 USB port
4 Keypad
5 Display
6 Probe shaft
7 Probe tip
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3 Keypad and Display Symbols
Key functions change with the situation:

l

Power ON
Power OFF (long keypress)
Go to main menu or go back in a menu

e

Select
Alternate between temperature and moisture measurement

d
u

Navigate down or up in a menu
Select a different bale

p

Start a measurement
Force a moisture measurement

Symbols at the bottom of the display indicate functions of the adjacent keys:

or

Switch between temperature or moisture
measurement mode
Enter the menu
Select
Store to memory
Go back / up / down

Other display symbols:
Battery should be replaced
Malfunction. Remove the battery, wait a
short while and replace the battery. Power
on. If fault repeats, take a note of the error
code number displayed next to this symbol
and contact the manufacturer, Agratronix
Measurement memory is almost full.
See chapters 7 and 8 for instructions on
memory clearing
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4 Before use
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Check that the probe is dry and clean and that the device appears undamaged.
Install or change the battery as illustrated.
Power on by pressing the l key.
Configure device settings to suit your preferences, see chapter 5.
Run the quick calibration procedure (see chapter 9.2).

Pull battery plug out.					
Release battery by pressing
								in and tilting up.

Insert a fresh battery (observe polarity)

Lock battery in its place by
pressing in and down

Replace the battery
plug

5 Settings
1. Power on by pressing the l key.
2. There is a menu symbol
at the bottom left corner of the display. Enter the main
menu by pressing the l key located below it.
3. Use the arrow keys u or d, until “+SETTINGS” text is chosen (light text on background) and press the e key.
The setting menu contains the following settings:
• Display language selection
• Temperature unit selection (degrees of Fahrenheit or Celsius)
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Automatic power-off delay adjustment
Averaging length for moisture measurement (= the number of most recent
moisture results to be calculated in the displayed average and high moisture
estimate)
Display backlight brightness (NOTE: affects battery life)
Display contrast (adjust this if it is difficult to read the display)
Remaining battery capacity display
Calibration. Quick calibration of moisture measurement (may improve
measurement accuracy). See chapter 9.2.
Device information (this could be important upon communication with customer
service)

•
•
•
•
•

6 Usage
A large number of measurement results may be stored in the internal memory of
the device. You may store results for 64 different bales. Results are saved for the
calculation of average moisture and high moisture estimate and for saving on a
personal computer using the USB port. The type of each bale (e.g.hay or straw1) is
selected before measurement can start. You may choose not to store results in the
memory, but it is important to select the correct bale type to ensure proper
operation and accuracy.
Accurate measurement of moisture requires bale temperature to be known.
However, temperature measurement is much slower than moisture measurement,
as hay is a thermal insulator that very slowly warms up or cools down a strong
metal probe. Pushing into dense bales also warms up the probe due to friction.
Therefore, temperature should be measured separately, before moisture
measurement.
Power on by pressing the l key. The tester will start with either moisture or
temperature measurement mode depending on which state it was previously. The
display will show the following information:
Temperature measurement display:
1. Bale number (= memory slot number)
2. Bale type
3. Result of the latest temperature measurement (”---F” or ”
---C”, if there is no result yet).
4. MIN: Lowest temperature stored in memory
5. MAX: Highest temperature stored in memory
6. MEM: Latest temperature stored in memory (NOTE: when
starting moisture measurement, this value may be chosen to
be used as bale temperature for temperature compensation
of moisture.

1

The selection of bale types may change with geographical location and the
selection may grow with updates.
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Moisture measurement display:
1. Bale number (= memory slot number)
2. Bale type
3. Result of latest moisture measurement (”---%”, if there is no
result yet, or e.g. <8% if bale was too dry to be measured or
e.g. >80% if bale was too wet to be measured.
5. HI: Estimate of the highest moisture inside the bale, based
on the stored values within the chosen averaging length.
6. n: Number of measurements used for calculation of average and high moisture estimate.
7. Moisture offset correction you have chosen for this bale
type as applied to the displayed result (this area is empty if
no offset correction has been set). See chapter 7.
8. Bale temperature as used for temperature compensation of
the displayed moisture result.
NOTE: This is NOT the current probe temperature.

Switch between temperature or moisture measurement modes by pressing the e key
under the
(or )
symbol on display.
If you wish to change the bale to be measured, press one of the arrow keys u or d to
browse the bale list and the e key to select a bale. Whenever you start to measure a
new bale, select a memory slot (bale) whose type has not yet been chosen, i.e. whose
type is listed as ”----”. Alternatively, you may choose to clear the bale memory in the
main menu (see chapter 7).
Press the yellow measurement key p to start the measurement.

6.1		

Temperature Measurement
If you selected temperature measurement, current probe
temperature will now be continuously updated on the display.
You may store a temperature result to memory by pressing
the e key located under the displayed
symbol. The
stored result will then appear on display next to the word
”MEM” and the minimum (MIN) and maximum (MAX) stored
temperature readings will update accordingly and the
symbol will disappear from the screen.
To end temperature measurement, press the l key located
under the displayed
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symbol.

Note: Temperature measurement settling time varies greatly with bale type. Wet and
dense gives faster settling than dry and light. Time after which 90% of temperature
change has been achieved ranges typically from 8 minutes with 60% haylage, to 30
minutes with 16% straw.

6.2		

Moisture Measurement

Unless you have recently measured moisture of this bale, the meter will ask for bale
tem-perature before moisture measurement can start. There are up to 4 ways to give
the tem-perature, chosen by pressing the key drawn next to each option:

e

Measure bale temperature now. Remember
that it will take a long time for the probe
temperature to reach bale temperature.

u

Use the latest temperature value stored
in memory for this bale (only shown if
available).

d

Set temperature manually. The core temperature of a large bale follows the average
ambient temperature with a delay of several
days to a couple of weeks unless a decomposition process is heating up the bale.

p

Use temperature value previously used for
temperature compensation for this bale
(only shown if available).
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Once bale type and bale temperature have been set, moisture measurement may start:
The tester asks you to push the probe into the bale. Hold the
tester by the handle only.
The tester estimates bale density during the push by measuring
push force and probe motion. It uses the density estimate to
improve accuracy of the moisture measurement.
Push at least 6 inches deep into the bale. Make sure that there
is at least 6 inches or hay around and in front of the probe tip.
After the push has stopped, moisture measurement will start
automatically.
NOTE: If the required push force is very low, the push may not
be detected. In this case, you may force measurement to start
by pressing the p key. Density compensation will then assume
that the bale is very light.
Result will be shown on display after measurement. You may
choose to store the result by pressing the e key located under
the displayed
symbol. Average (AVG) and high moisture
estimate (HI) values will then update on display and the
symbol will disappear from the screen.
If you now push the probe deeper into the bale, moisture will be
measured again. You may also pull the probe out of the bale
and push it to another location.
When done probing the bale, exit moisture measurement by
symbol.
pressing the l key located under the displayed

6.3		

Power Off

The tester is powered off by a long press of the red l key.
Automatic shutdown feature will power off after a pre-set delay starting from
the latest keypress. The power-off delay may be adjusted in the settings menu.

7 Functions of the Main Menu
Enter the main menu by pressing the l key located under the displayed menu symbol
. Browse the menu using the arrow keys u or d and select a function by pressing
the e key.
Some functions allow removal of large amounts of data from the memory. The tester will
ask to confirm these operations. In this case, press the e key to continue or the l key
to cancel.
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CLEAR AVG/HI

Clears average and high moisture estimate for the currently
selected bale. All measurement results remain in memory.
Therefore, if you later increase averaging length in the settings menu (see chapter 5), previous results will be included
in calculation again. If infinite (∞) averaging length has been
selected, this function will not have an effect.

CLEAR BALE

Clears the bale type of the currently selected bale and
erases all measurement results stored for this bale.

CLEAR ALL

Clears the entire measurement memory. All moisture and
temperature results and bale type selections will be erased.

MOIST.OFFSET

The moisture display may be adjusted to match an oven
test or another reference method using the moisture offset
setting.
Once set, the offset correction will be applied to all moisture
measurements of the same type (e.g. all hay bales). The adjustment will not affect results previously stored to memory.
Use the arrow keys u or d to adjust the offset. You may
clear the offset by pressing the arrow keys u and d simultaneously. Confirm your adjustment by pressing the e key
under the displayed

symbol.

As a reminder, the offset will be displayed above the moisture result on the moisture measurement screen in small
letters (e.g. OFFSET +0.6%). The offset will also be shown
upon bale selection.
NOTE: Offset correction will only work well fairly close to the
moisture where it was originally set. Therefore, if you apply
offset correction for wet haylage, please clear the offset
before measuring dry hay.
T-COMP.

Set bale temperature for use in temperature compensation
of moisture measurement. See chapter 6.2.

+SETTINGS

Enter the settings menu. See chapter 5

8 USB Data Transfer
Measurement results stored in memory may be transferred to a personal computer using
the USB port. Pull out the USB plug and use the supplied cable. Software required for
data transfer will be available on our web page at http://agratronix.com.

9 Cleaning and Maintenance
Store the tester in a dry place, protected from direct sunlight. Remove the battery
before long term storage. There are no user serviceable parts inside the device.
Do not remove the screws and open the unit.
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9.1 Cleaning
The device may be cleaned by wiping with a damp cloth. Do not use strong
detergents or running water.
The tip of the probe must be kept clean and dry to retain measurement accuracy. The tip
should be wiped dry and clean immediately after use, before it becomes difficult to clean.
Stubborn stains may be removed by gently wiping with a damp
soft scouring pad.

9.2 Quick Calibration
Moisture measurement accuracy may be improved by periodically performing the quick
calibration procedure. We recommend it to be done at least always after storage. It is
more important for measurement of dry bales than wet.
If you often measure bales whose core temperature is very high or very low, it may be
beneficial to calibrate near the bale temperature. To do this, leave the probe inside such
bale for e.g. 15 minutes, and calibrate immediately after pulling it out.

Quick calibration is performed as follows:
1. Verify that the probe is clean and dry.
2. Power on and select “CALIBRATION” in the settings menu.
3. Hold the tester so that the entire probe is surrounded only by clean, dry air with no
objects closer than 30 cm to the probe in any direction. Do not touch the probe.
4. Start calibration by pressing the e key.
Result of the quick calibration will be stored to memory. It will be effective until
the next quick calibration, or factory calibration during service or until you reset factory
defaults (see chapter 9.5).

NOTE: Incorrectly performed calibration may weaken measurement
accuracy significantly!

9.3		

Factory Calibration

The Advanced Hay Tester can perform full factory calibration, where the device is checked
and calibrated at its entire moisture range. Push force measurement and temperature
measurement will be checked and firmware may be updated.
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9.4		

Updates

We may publish firmware updates that improve measurement accuracy or usability.
Updates are installed via the USB port using a personal computer. Updates and
update instructions will become available on our web page at http://agratronix.com.

9.5 Factory Reset
If the tester does not function as expected - for example, if you have chosen a
language that you do not understand - factory default settings may be restored as
follows: Power off with the l key. Press the e key and keep it pressed. Press the
l key once, to power on tester. Lift the e key when confirmation screen
appears. Accept factory reset by pressing the p key.
Factory reset sets all settings to their factory default values, selects the default
language (usually English), clears offset correction of all bale types, erases the
entire measurement memory and clears the quick calibration. Factory calibration
remains untouched.

10		 Instructions for Best Accuracy
Always average several results, as bales tend to have significant local variation
in moisture, quality and density. The higher the bale moisture, the more measurements should be averaged and the more important it is to use temperature compensation correctly.
There must be a sufficiently thick layer of hay in front of the probe tip and around it,
at least 6 inches to all directions. Do not push to a hole from a previous measurement or closer than 4 inches to a previous measurement.
When measuring small square bales, push from a direction where the probe is
surrounded by as much hay as possible. Avoid loose areas between sections of
square bales.
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Do not push the probe all the way to the soft core of a round bale. Do not push to the
flat end of a round bale.

Push the probe using the handle and the end of the handle. Do not touch the probe
during a push or measurement. Otherwise push force measurement or the electrical
moisture measurement may not function as intended.
Take care not to bend the probe, especially when pulling it out of a bale. The
probe is made of strong steel, but it is quite thin to keep required push force reasonable. It is easiest to pull the probe out of a bale by grabbing the top of the tester as
illustrated below.

When measuring a bale with thick wrapping, puncture the wrapping with the
probe tip before measurement to make sure the force required for making a
hole in the wrapping will not affect density measurement.
Accuracy of the moisture measurement may be affected if a strong heating
reaction (“sweating”) is in progress, or if the bale has spoiled, or if the effect
of preservatives has not yet fully stabilized.
Keep the probe clean and dry. Any other electronic devices possibly
connected to the bale must be powered off during measurement.
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11		 Technical Data
Battery

9 V alkaline battery, IEC type 6LR61 tai 6LF22

Dimensions

32” x 4.25” x 2”, probe length: 20”,
weight (with battery): 2 lbs.

Moisture
measurement
range

Hay and haylage: 8% … 80%, Straw: 8% ... 25%, Hay
Silage: 30% ... 84%, Corn Silage: 40% ... 76%, Alfalfa:
8% ...75% (percentage of water in weight at 59°F (15°C)
temperature)

Moisture
measurement
accuracy2

10% to 20%: 1.4%
20% to 30%: 2%

Reference
method for
moisture
determination

Oven dry method according to ISO 6496:1999, EY N:o
152/2009, with samples acquired using a core sampler
drill from the depth of moisture measurement

Moisture
measurement

Electronic impedance measurement

Density
compensation

Automatic, based on push force and motion
measurement

Temperature
compensation

Semi-automatic, optional

Operating
temperature
range

Handle/display: 14°F ... 122°F (-10°C ... +50°C),
Probe: 14°F ... 176°F (-10°C ... +80°C)

Temperature
measurement
range

14°F ... 176°F (-10°C ... +80°C)

Measurement
memory

64 bales, with total of 1000 moisture or temperature
results

2

30% to 50%: 4%
50% to 70%: 6%

Instructions in chapter 10 must be followed to achieve full accuracy. Typical
accuracy specified for baled timothy/fescue mix without preservatives. Accuracy
with other products may vary. As substantial variation in measurement accuracy
is possible, the manufacturer will not accept any claims for direct or consequential
damage due to incorrect display.
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12		 Warranty
This product has a warranty valid for one (1) year from the date of purchase.
The warranty covers the materials and workmanship. To claim the warranty,
the customer should return the defected product to the Manufacturer at the
customer’s own expense.
The warranty claim must be accompanied with the description of the
fault, copy of the sales receipt and customer’s contact information.
The manufacturer, Agratronix will repair or replace the defected product and
return it as soon as possible.
The warranty does not cover any damages that are caused by incorrect or
careless use of the product, installation that does not correspond to the
provided instructions and other damages which may arise due to causes
beyond the control of the manufacturer.
The liability of Agratronix is limited to the price of the product at a maximum.
Agratronix does not accept any responsibility for any direct, indirect or
consequential damages that are caused by the use of the product or the fact
that the product could not be used.
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Manufacturer’s Contact Information

Toll-Free 1-800-821-9542
330-562-2222
FAX 330-562-7403
www.AgraTronix.com
10375 State Route 43
Streetsboro, OH 44241
USA

Manual del
Operador
Probador avanzado de heno
Medidor de humedad y temperatura para
heno en balas, heno enfardado,
paja y ensilado

ESPAÑOL
DOCU-M0180
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12		 Garantía
Este producto tiene una garantía válida por un (1) año a partir de la fecha de
compra. La garantía cubre los materiales y la mano de obra. Para reclamar
la garantía, el cliente debe devolver el producto defectuoso al fabricante a
expensas propias del cliente.
La reclamación de la garantía debe ir acompañada de la descripción del fallo,
copia del recibo de venta e información de contacto del cliente.
El fabricante Agratronix reparará o reemplazará el producto defectuoso y lo
devolverá lo antes posible.
La garantía no cubre los daños y perjuicios causados por el uso incorrecto
o descuidado del producto, instalación que no se corresponde con las
instrucciones suministradas y otros daños y perjuicios que puedan surgir
debido a causas fuera del control del fabricante.
La responsabilidad de Agratronix se limita al precio del producto al máximo.
Agratronix no acepta ninguna responsabilidad por los daños directos,
indirectos o consecuentes que sean causados por el uso del producto o el
hecho de que el producto no podría ser usado.
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Información de Contacto del Fabricante

Número Gratuito 1-800-821-9542
330-562-2222
FAX 330-562-7403
www.AgraTronix.com
10375 State Route 43
Streetsboro, OH 44241
USA

Manuel de
l’opérateur

Advanced Hay Tester

Testeur d’humidité et de température pour
bottes de foin, ensi-lage préfané,
paille et ensilage

FRANÇAIS
DOCU-M0180
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12		 Garantie
La garantie de ce produit est valable un (1) an à compter de la date d’achat.
La garantie couvre les pièces et la main d’œuvre. Pour faire valoir la garantie,
le client doit retourner à ses frais le produit défectueux au fabricant.
La demande de garantie doit être accompagnée de la description de la
panne, de la copie de la facture de vente et des coordonnées du client.
Le fabricant, Agratronix réparera ou remplacera le produit défectueux et le
renverra dès que possible.
La garantie ne couvre ni les dommages causés par une utilisation incorrecte
ou négligente du produit ou l’installation non conforme aux instructions
fournies, ni les autres dommages pouvant survenir en raison de causes
indépendantes de la volonté du fabricant.
La responsabilité d’Agratronix est limitée au prix du produit.
Agratronix n’assume aucune responsabilité pour les dommages directs,
indirects ou consécutifs causés par l’utilisation du produit ou par le fait que le
produit n’a pas pu être utilisé.
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Coordonnées du fabricant

Appel gratuit 1-800-821-9542
330-562-2222
FAX 330-562-7403
www.AgraTronix.com
10375 State Route 43
Streetsboro, OH 44241
États-Unis

Manual do
Utilizador
Advanced Hay Tester
Medidor da humida-de e temperatura pa-ra
feno compactado, fenolagem,
palha e ensilagem

PORTUGAIS
DOCU-M0180
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12		 Garantia
Este produto possui uma garantia válida por um (1) ano a partir da data de
compra.
A garantia cobre os materiais e a mão-de-obra. Para reivindicar a garantia,
o cliente deve devolver o produto defeituoso ao fabricante cujas despesas
serão a cargo do cliente.
O pedido de garantia deve ser acompanhado da descrição da falha, cópia do
recibo de venda e informações de contato do cliente.
O fabricante, Agratronix irá reparar ou substituir o produto defeituoso e
devolvê-lo o mais rápido possível.
A garantia não cobre os danos causados por erros ou uso descuidado do
produto, instalação que não corresponda ao fornecido.
Instruções e outros danos que possam surgir devido a causas além do
controlo do fabricante. A responsabilidade da Agratronix é limitada ao preço
do produto, no máximo. A Agratronix não se responsabiliza por quaisquer
danos diretos, indiretos ou danos resultantes que são causados pela
utilização do produto ou pelo facto do produto não poder ser usado.
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Informações de contato do fabricante

Grátis 1-800-821-9542
330-562-2222
FAX 330-562-7403
www.AgraTronix.com
10375 State Route 43
Streetsboro, OH 44241
USA

